
WICS Property Environrnental'Cleanup Fund Administrator, including the trlJst

agreement and related written instructions applicable to such replacement

admin~strator. Although the WICS Property Environmental Cleanup Fund shall be

distributed to Watson and to ARCO as provided in Section 18 and the money so

distributed thereafter owned by the Party receiving it, the funds held by the WICS

Property Environmental Cleanup Fund shall be owned by that fund and any

interest and income earned by that fund shall be reported on the income tax return

of that fund. The WICS Property Environmental Cleanup Fund shall continue in

existence and be maintained for the period provided in Paragraph 17.1. Fees and

charges for administ.ering the WICS Property Envitonmen:tal Cleanup Fund made

by the WICS Property Environmental Cleanup Fund Admini,strator shall be paid as

()\ provided in Paragraph 17.2.

17.1 Term And Termination Of The WICS Property

Environmental Cleanup Fund.. The. WICS Property Environmental Cleanup Fund

shall continue in existence· and be maintained for' a period of at least ten (10) Years

from and after the date upon which Court retaining jurisdiction over theWICS

Property Environmental Oleanup Fund signs an order: either appointing or

approving the initial or first WICS Property Environmental Cleanup Fund

Administrator, Or until all of the funds in the WICS Property Environmental

Cleanup Fund have been distributed in accordance with Section 18, whichever shall

first occur. The WICS Property Environmental Cleanup Fund shall automatically

() .t~rminate upon the distribution of the last of the funds remaining in the account in
'---" I.
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accordance with Paragraph 18.1 and Paragraph 18:2 and the fIling of a final tax.

\

return and final report on the fund delivered by theWICS Property Environmental

Cleanup Fund Administrator to Watson, ARCO an,d the Court retainingjurisdjction

over the \¥I-eS Property-EnvitohmeritalCTeanup 11'und: -Except as provided in the

immediately preceding sentence with respect to automatic termination, the WICS

Property Environmental Cleanup Fund shall not be terminated unless and until the

Court retaining jurisdiction over said fund issues an order authorizing its

termination. If any funds remain in the WICSProperty Environmental Cleanup

Fund upon the expiration of said lO-year period, Watson and AReO shall attempt

to agree upon whether to continue the maintenance of the fund for a longer period

of time, or to apply to the Court for an order to terminate the fund and distribute·

, ,J

the amQunt then remaining in the WTCS Property Environmental Cleanup Fund in

accordance with Paragraph 18.3. If either or both of Watson and AReO wish to

seek an order terminating ,the WICS Property Environmental Cleanup Fund, then

either or both of them shall make an application to the Court retaining jurisdiction

over said fund; by noticed motion, for such an order. The decision of whether the

WICS Property Environmental Cleanup. Fund shall be continued' and maintained

beyond the initial 10-year term shall be made based upon the following

considerations: (1) the environmental conditions existing on the WICS P:roperty at

that time; (2) the likelihood .that additional remediation of Environmental

Contamination will thereafter be required respecting the WICS Property for which

(,..)j the cost would be reimbursed in whole or in .part by the WICS Property
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18.2 Rehnbursement To ARCO For Environmental Activities

And Environmental FaCilities And Performance Of Certain Indemnity Obligations

Respecting The WIGS Property. Following the initial distribution to Watson as

provided in Paragraph 18.1, the remaining balance, if any, of the WICS Property

Environmental Cleanup Fund shall be used as necessary as follows: (1) for as long

as said fund remains in existence, to reimburse ARCO for some or all of the costs

incurred by AReO, limited as to the portion to be reimbursed as provided below in

this Paragraph 18.2, from and after the Effective Date in cleaning up, remediating

arid/or removing ITOm the WICS Property in accordance with Prudent

Envirollmental Engineering Practices any and all Environrriental Contamination.

that exists on the MeS Property as 'of the Effective Date, all as required and

(J} allowed by this Agreement; and (2)fo1' a period of seven .<7) years commencing on

the date of the order of the Court retaining jurisdiction over the WICSProperty

Environmental Cleanup" Fund appointing or approving the first WICS Property

EnVironmental Cleanup Fund Administra tor under the proVisions of Section 17" and

ending on the seventh (7 th) anniversary of that date, to reimburse AReO for some or

all of any other costs actually incurred by ARCa during that 7-year period, limited
_..._"

as to both the portion to be reimbursed and the types of costs qualifying for

reimbursement as provided below in this Paragraph 18.2, in satisfying any

indemnity obligations of ARCO under Section 22 that are in addition to the costs

incurred to clean up, remediate and remove any Environmental Contamination

~ ) I existing on or within theWICS Property as of the Effective Date. For purposes of
"'_... J
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.()j determining the portion of such costs and expenses of ARCO that are to be

reimbursed to ARCO from the WICS Property Environmental Cleanup FUD:d,

Watson and ARCO have divide4. the VVICS Property into. three separate areas

denominated as Area A, Area B, and Area C. The specific geographic locations of

each of Area A, Area B and Area C of the WICS Property are depieted on the Map of

the Three WICS Property Environmental Cleanup Areas attached to this

Agreement as Exhibit 8. As long as the WlCSProperty Environmental Cleanup

Fund continues in existence (i.e., prior to its termination under Paragraph 17.1 and

any subsequent final distribution to Watson and ARCO as provided in

Paragraph 18.3), distributions shall be made from . the WICS Property

Environmental Cleanup Fund to reimburse ARCO ·for the costs and expenses ARCO

incurs to undertake Environmental Activities performed in accordance with

Prudent Environmental Engineering Practices, including the installation', operation

and rerilOval of Environmental Facilities, ·andlor th¢costs and expenses of ARGO to

perform certain indemnity obligations of ARGO urider Section 22 actually incurred

during the applicable 7-year period on or with respect to each of the three

referenced areas of the WICS Property (i.e., depending upon the area on the WICS

Property that the Environmental Activities in questJon are designed to clean up and

remediate or the area on the WICS Property with respect to which ARCO's

indemnity obligations under Section 22 that qualify for reimbursement have arisen)

as required and allowed by this Agreement as follows: (1) ARCO shall be

( ). .

't.~f . reimbursed from theWICS .Property Environmental Cleanup Fund for one hundred
.... -",.
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Q) percent (100%) of such costs and expenses that solely relate to Area A of the WlGS

Property; (2) ARCOshall be reimbursed from the WICS Property Environmental

Cleanup. F,und fpr . ninety percent ( 90%) of such costs and expenses that solely

relate to Area.B of the WICS Property; (3) ARGO shall be reimbursed from the

WICS Property Environmental Cleanup FUhdfor five percent (5%) of such costs and

expenses that solely relate to Area cor the WICS Property; and (4) when the costs

and expenses can. be attributed to a specific geographic area but such geographic

area involves portions of more than one of Area A, Area B.or Area C, any WIGS Lot

included in whole or in part in that specific geographic area shall be counted

utilizing its applicable percentage for reimbursement depending on whether that

(J)

:... --"

WICS Lot is located in Area A, Area B or Area C, and ARCO shall be reimbursed

from the WICS Property Environmental Cleanup Fund for that percentage of such

costs and expenses incurred by ARCO respecting such specific geographic area that

is equal to the arith:metic average of the allowed recovery. percentage attributed to

each such WICS Lot, rounded to the nearest whole percentage (ex., if all or portions

of nine WIGS Lots were involved, four of which we.re in Area A, two of which were in

Area B .and three of which were in Area C, ARCO would be entitled to

reimbursement based on an average percentage calculated as four lots multiplied by

100%, plus two lots multiplied by 90%, plus three lots multiplied by 5%, divided by

the nine total lots, the result of which is 66.11% that would be rounded to 66%). For

purposes of this Section 18, costs and expenses that "solely relate" to any of Area A,

Area B or Area C shall mean those costs and expenses incurred to undertake
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f~\ Environmental Activities or m the performance of certain indemnity obligations·
.: .7

under Section 22 which can be attributed to anyone or more WICS Lot(s) located

within the same such Area (i.e.) costs and expenses that are incurred to rememate

Environmental Contamination existing as of the Effective Date within Area A shall

be deemed to "solely relate" to Area A, even if such remediation requires tl.le

installation of pipelines which extend through Area B or Area C). The specific types

of costs and expenses incurred by ARCO that aretobe reimbursed from the WleS

Property Environmental Cleanup Fund, assuming such costs otherwise qualify for

reimbursement un~er the· provisions of this Section 18, are described in

Subparagraph 18.2.1. The procedures for making disbursements of such costs and

(~).)
expenses that qualify for reimbursement from theWICS Property Environmental

Cleanup Fund to ARCO to reimburse ARCO for such qualifying costs and expenses

are described in Subparagraph 18.2.2.

18.2.1 The Specific Types Of Expenses· That Can Or.

Cannot Be Reimbursed From The· WICS Property· Environmental Cleanup Fund.

The costs and expenses to be reimbursed to ARCO as described above in this

I

Paragraph 18.~ are as follows: (1) those costs and expenses actually incurred by

ARCO for Third Person charges respecting the WICS Property relating to

Environmental Contamination existing on the WICS Property as of the Effective

Date, including professional environmental engineering or other consulting charges,

laboratory fees, equipment purchases or rentals) surveying charges, piping, safety

t.....). devices, excavation, hauling costs, disposal costs, and any other Third Person cost or
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()') distribution from the WlCS Property Environmental Cleanup Fund shall result in" a
; '.,;'.. ~..

conclusive presumption that such requested distribution by ARCO was proper

under this Paragraph 18;2 and should timely be paid from the WICS Property

Environmental Cleanup Fund to the extent said fund is sufficient in amount to pay

the same.

18.3 pistributions To WatsOn. And AReO Upon Termination

Of The MCS Property ~nviron.mentalCleanup Fund. Upon the terrilination of the

W1.CS Property Environtnentl3.l Cleanup Fund purSuant to Paragraph 1'7.1, the

amount then remaining in the WICS Property Environmental Cleanup Fund, if any,

. after deducting ail fees and" charges for administering the same made by the WICS

Property Environmental Cleanup Fund Administrator, shall be distributed fifty

percent (50%) to Watson and fifty (50%) to either BP, or to Atlantic Richfield, or

such other Person as ARCO may designate in a writing signed by each of BP and

Atlantic Richflelcl and dell'lered to the WlCS Property E:qvironmental Cleanup

!i'und Administrator at least five (5) Business Days prior to the date scheduled for

such final distribution; ARCO shall promptly furnish a copy of such written notice

to Watson.

u
.......-

f/I
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21.2 Preparation OfLNAPL Workplan. ARea shall undertake.

a reasonable environmental engineering study of the LNAPL accumulations on the

groundwater beneath the WICS Property, and within one (1) year from and after'

t.he results of that study with Watson and its representatives; (2) prepare and

submit to Watson a detailed workplan forremovingandlor remecliating the LNAPL

accumulations on the groundwater beneath the WICS Property to the maximum

extent such removal and!or remediation is reasonably, technically and economically

efficient in light of applicable regulations and Prudent Environmental Engineering

Practices; and (3) commence with actual implementation of Environmental

Activities, including the installation and operation of Environmental Facilities, in

accordance with the workplan. For purposes of part· (3) in the immediately

preceding sentence, ARCO shall no.t be in breach of its obligation to commence the·, .

actual implementation of Environmental Activities within said one-year peri.od if

AReo shall have submitted a workplan for such Environmental Activities to the

Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board, or any other governmental

agency then having primary jurisdiction over such Environmental Activities. and is

diligently pursuing the approval of the ARCO-submitted workplan by the applicable

regulatory agency in order to commence such Environmental Activities. Once

commenced, ARea shall thereafter diligently pursue such Environmental Activities

through completion in accordance with the workplan. The costs of 'such

Environmental Activities, exclusive of any costs relating to the barrier system as
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c.lc~)cribed in Paragraph 21.1. may be charged to the WIOS Property Environmental

Cleanup Fund pursuant to and to the extent provided by Paragraph 18.2.

22. AROO PERPETUAL INDEMNiTY OF THE MOS PROPERTY.

WATSON AND ITS SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS. To the greatest extent

permitted by Law, AROO shan fully and completely indemnify and hold Watson and

each of the other Persons described in Paragraph 22.2 completely freeand harmless

from certain matters and occurrences as provided in this Section 22 and shall

perform all of the indemnity obligations created by this Section 22 prornptly to

alleviate the detrimeht to the Person entitled to indemnification as soon as
.(

reasoIiably possible under the circumstances and ioa rnanner which reduces to the

maximum extent reasonably possible the likelihood that such Person will iricur any.

out-of-pocket expense. Nothing in this Section 22 shall be construed to (i) require

any Person identified in Paragraph 22.2 to expend any funds as a prerequisite in

order to assert any ofhis, her or its rights under this Section 22, (ii) prohibit ARCO

from asserting any defense to any claim for indemnification under this Section 22 or

from asserting any affirmative claim against the Persons identified in

Paragr~ph22.2 for breach of this Agreement in any arbitration conducted pursuant

to SectIon 25, even if slicJi=aefebseotcclairn 'could, result inc8'"'ID<metaryaward

against such Person in excess of tha..t Person's claim for indemnity under this

Section 22, or (iii) prohibit AROO from asserting any defense, including laches or

any statute oJ limitations, or a'ny right to set"off, contribution, indemnity' or any
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(-) .. ) other claim against any Third Person asserting any claim against any Person

identified in Paragraph 22.2.

22.1 Indemnity. Subject only to AReO's specific rights to

Property Environmental Cleanup Fund pursuant to Paragraph 18.2 and thereafter

from Watson pursuant to Section 19, from and after the Effective Date ARCO and

its respective successors and assigns, jointly and severally, shall forever fully

indemnify, save, defend and hold each of Watson and the Persons described in

Paragraph 22.2 completely free and harmless from and against the full and actual

.amount of any and all liabilities, obligations, losses, costs, damages, demands,

c····, \
J'

notices, penalties, fines, claims, actions, suits, judgments, settlements, orders,

directives, or other expenses of any kind or nature whatsoever (including attorney's

fees, expert fees and costs' and expenses associated with Environmental Activities,

including Environmental Facilities),. resulting from, caused by or otherwise a

consequence of the Environmental Contamination described in the immediately

following sentence, except to the limited extent, and then only to the extent, caused

by orat~ributable to the active n.egligence or intentional wrongful conduct occurring

subsequent to the Effective Date of the Person asserting a right to indemnity under

this Section 22 or such Person's consultants, contractors, sub-contractors, agents,

tenants, 'or invitees to the WICS Property who are not employed by, retained by,

acting for or otherwise under the control or direction of ARCO or its respective

C) , successors and assigns (any claim for indemnity asserted by or on behalf of any
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Person entitled to be indemnified by ARCO under this Section 22, including

Watson, is referred to in this Agreement as a "Claim"). The Environmental

Contamination that is the subject of the indemnity set forth in this Section 22 shall

consist of, and he limited' to, all and only the following: (1) any and all

Environmental Contamination that exists on, under and/or within the soil and/or

groundwater on and within the WICS Property as of the. Effective Date;

(2) Environmental Contamination that was at any time prior to the Effective Date

on, under- and within the soil and/or groundwater bn and within the WICS Property

and which exists at the time of any claim for indemnification under this Section 22

within one thousand (1000) feet from the exterior boundary of the WICS Property;

and (3),any and all Envirollmental Contamination that first occurs or comes to e~st

on, under andior within the WICS Property subsequent to the Effective Date,

whether released or migrating onto, under or through the WICS Property, and

whether in sailor groundwater, that results from anyone or more of the following

events; (i) the action(s) or inaction(s) of ARCO, its' respective predecessors,

successors or assigns, or any of its respective consultants, contractors or agents,

(ii) opera~ions or activities on the Atlantic Richfield Refinery Property, regardless

of the nature of such operations- or activities, or the identity of the Person

conducting such operations or activities, (iii) migration. from beneath the Atlantic

Richfield Refinery Property, regardless of the ultimate source or cause of that

migrating Environmental Contamination, (iv) releases from or attributable to

equipment, pipelines, tanks or 'any other facilities (whether permanent, temporary 1
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mobile or stationary) owned by AReO or its respective successors or assigns,

regardless of the location of those various facilities, or (v) migration of

Environmental Contamination existing as of the Effective Date on, under or within

- the-B-WPPipel-ine-CorridorWtl:re··WlCS-Pfopeffy:WithoiiI1imitiiig:fEe generality

of the foregoing indemnity, said indemnity respecting the Environmental

Contamination described in the immediately preceding sentence shall include the

obligations set forth in each of Subparagraph 22.1.1, Subparagraph 22.1.2,

Subparagraph 22.1.3, Subparagraph 22.1.4, Suhparagrap4 22.1.5, Subparagraph

22.1.6, Subparagraph 22.1.7, Subparagraph 22.1.8, Subparagraph 22.1.9 and

Subparagraph 22.Ll0. Nothing in this Section 22 shall be construed to require that

AReo contain or -otherwise prevent the migration of any of the Environmental

(). J Contamination existing on the DWP Pipeline Corridor as of the Effective Date. bllt

ARCO shall be obligated to indemnify the Persons described in Paragraph 22.2, as·

provided in this Section 22, for any Environmental Contamination existing on,

under or within the DWP Pipeline Corridor as of the Effective Date that migrates

onto or under all or anypartof the WIGS Property. Nothing in: this Paragraph 22.1

shall be construed to require AReO to reimburse Watson for compensation and

salaries of Watson employees, or for any administrative fees or overhead fees of

Watson.

22.1.1 Cleanup And Remediation Of Environmental

Con tamination. ARCO shall promptly undertake and diligently and competently

complete, at the sale cost and expense of ARCO, any environmental assessment,
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t~sting, sampling, monitoring, remediation or removal of any Environmental

Contamination which is both the subject of the indemnity set forth in this

Section 2·2 and which is directed, required or ordered by any governmental agency

under any Law affecting the WICS Property, in connection with the construction,

development, redevel.opment or occupancy of any facility or structure on any WICS

Lot(s), including any change in the use of the WICS Property or any WICS Lot(s)

andlor required of Watson andlor its successors and assigns in order to satisfy any

indemnity obligations actually due from Watson ab.dlor its successors and assigns to
,

any Third Person who now is or becomes a tenant of any WICS Lot or who now is or

becomes a lender with a security interest of any kind in any WlCS Lot, in each case

with respect to the Environmental Contarnination th~t is the subject of the

indemnity set forth in this Section 22, including such various directions,

requirements or orders that are imposed as a result of or' result from anyone or

more of the fonowing: (1) protection of the public health and safety; (2) protection of

the grQundwater of the State; (3) compliance with any Law; (4) compliance with

existing or future zoning or other land Use regulations; (5) any 6onditions required

in any permits or other governmental approvals associated with any proposed or

actual construction on the WICS Property or any requirements established as a

condition precedent to the issuance of any such permits or other governmental

approvals; (6) any conditions required in any permits or other governmental

approvals resulting from any use or proposed change in the use of the WICS

Property or any requitements established as a condition precedent to the issuance
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of any such permits or other governmental approvals; or (7) satisfaction of any

i~demnificationobligations due from Watson 'or its successors or assigns to any of

th8ir respective tenants, purchasers or lenders. ARCO shall be deemed to be

"promptly" performing any obligl3:tiollswith respect~ to En-vironmentaJ··· ActiVities,

including Environmental Facilities, as long as ARCO is in compliance with any

<leadlines imposed by any governmental agencies asserLing jurisdiction over such

activities. However, the Parties acknowledge that from time to time such

governmental agencIes may impose time deadlines In connection with

. Environmental Activities, including Environmental Facilities, with respect to which

compliance is technically or commercially unreasonable. Accordingly, ARCO shall

not be considered to be in breach of its obligation to conduct such activities

"promptly" solely by reason of failing to comp~y with any time deadlines that may be

set by any such governmental agencies; provided that ARCQ promptly notifies

Watson and such governmental agencies in writing of the inability of ARCO to meet

such time deadline(s), that ARCO thereafter diligently pursues through completion

such Environmental Activities, including Environmental Facilities, and that AReO

fully indemnify Watson, its successors and assigns, and the Persons described in

Paragraph 22.2 under the provisions of this Section 22 from any consequences

associated with the failure of ARCO to comply with such time deadlines.

22.1.2 Defense Of Third Person Claims. AReO shall

promptly undertake and diligently and competently complete,. at the sole cost and

i) expense of AReO, the defense of the Persons covered by the indemnity set forth in
'-.-
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SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

. FOR THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

VS.

SHELL OIL COMPANY,

WATSON LAND COMPANY,

)
)
)

plaintiff, )
)
)
)
)

Defendants. )
----.,------.,---------.,...---.,.----,--)

BC150161
307 - CCW

,

JUDGMENT ON
GENERAL VERDICT
WITH SPECIAL
FINDINGS

This action came on regularly for trial'on May 2L 200L in

Department 307 of the Superior Court, the Honqrable WENDELL MORTIMER JR. ,

Judge presidingj the plaintiffs appearing by attorneys BRIGHT & BRO"WN, by

MAUREEN J. BRIGHT, .JAME9 S. BRIGHT, and BRIANL. BECKER, and the defendant

,appearing by attorneys DAVID JEFFREY EARLE, and CALDWELL & LESLIE, by

MICHAEL R. LESLIE and ANDREW A. 'ESBENSHADE.

A jury of 12 persons was reg,u)arly impan.eled and sworn. wi tnesses

were sworn and testified. After hearing the evidence and arguments of

c,ounsel, the jury wa's duly instructed by the Court and the cause was

submitted to the jury with dire'Ctions to return a'verdict on special

issues. The jury deliberated and thereafter returned into court with its.

verdict consisting of the special issues submitted to the jury and the

LASe, ADL:ERJlll.UST/OLDS ' L4 EXHIBI~ D
005847
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answers given thereto by the jury, which said verdict was in words and

figures as follows, to-wit:

"TITLE OF COURT AND CAUSE"

"WE, THE JURY IN THE ABOVE-ENTITLE-EV,A'C.TI0N./FIND"· AS' FOLLOWS:

"1 . DID WATSON PROVE BY A PREPONDERANCE OF THE EVIDENCE

THAT SHELL CAUSED A CONT1NUING NUISANCE ON THE WATSON

CENTER? ANSWER: NO _

"2 . DID WATSON PROVE BY A PREPONDERANCE OF THE EVIDENCE

THAT SHELL CAUSED A CONTINUING TRESPASS ON THE WATSON

CENTER? ANSWER: __YES

"3. WHAT IS THE AMOUNT OF DAMAGES THAT WATSON SHOULD

RECEIVE IN ORDER TO RESTORE THE CONDITION OF THE WATSON

CENTER? $ 3,915,851.00 _

" 4 . DiD SHELL PROVE BY A PREPONDERANCE OF THE EVIDENCE

THAT THE PETROLEUM CONTAMINATION ON THE WATSON CENTER RESULTED

FROM A MISTAKE OF FACT BY SHELL? ANSWER: NO _

"5. WHAT IS THE VALUE OF THE' BENEFITS OBTAINED BY SHELL AS

A RESULT OF THE PETROLEUM HYDROCARBON CONTAMINATION THAT IT

CAUSED ON THE WATSON CENTER FROM JUNE I, 1993 TO JUNE 30, 2001?

$_.14, 275" 23 7 . 0 0__

"DATED: __JULY 23, 2001 By: ANGELA BRUNSON __

JURY FOREPERSON. "

It q.pp~aring by reason of sai.d special verdict that: Plaintiff WATSON

LAND COMPANY is .enti tled to judgment against Defendant SHELL OIL COMPANY

in the amount 0 f $18, 191, 088 . 00 i NOW, THEREFORE,. IT I S ORDERED, ADJUDGED

AND DECREED:

That Plaintiff WATSON LAND-COMPANY have judgment against defendant

SHELL OIL COMPANY in the sum of $18,191,088'.00.

...
l.ASC:ADl.ERlBI.lJ~T/OI.DS -1.4
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That plaintiff WATSON LAND COMPANY recover from Defendant SHELL OIL

COMPANY costs and disbursements in the sum of $ 81 j 18'3~ M. ®

.DArrED·: . d'ULY·23; ...

. JUDGE, SUPERIOR COURT

LASe ·ADLERlBWST/OLDS ·1.4
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Westlaw,
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130 Cal.AppAth 69,29 Cal.Rptr.3d 343, 35 Envtl. L. Rep. 20,114,05 Cal. Daily Op. Servo 4986, 2005 Daily Journal

DAR. 6797

(Cite as: 130 Cal.App.4th 69, 29 Cal.Rptr.3d 343)

H

Court of Appeal, Second District, Division 2, Cali

fornia.

WATSON LAND COMPANY, Plaintiff and Ap

pellant,

V.

SHELL OIL COMPANY, Defendant and Appel

lant.

No. B155019.

June 9,2005.

Certified for Partial Publication.
FN

*

FN* Pursuant to California Rules of Court,

rules 976(d) and 976.1, this opinion is c~r

tified for partial publication. The portions

directed to be published are the Introduc"

. tion, Facts, part 4 of Shell's Appeal, and

the Disposition.

FN**
Review Denied Sept. 28,2005.

FN** Baxter, J., did not participate

therein.

Background: Landowner that found groundwater

and soil contamination under its land brought suit

for, inter alia, trespass against oil company that had

pipelines running under land. The Superior Court,

Los Angeles County, No. BC150161,Wendell 1.

Mortimer, Jr., J., entered judgment on jury verdict

awarding landowner $3,915,851 for cost of clean

up and $14,275,237 for benefit oil company derived

from its failure toclea~",:p contamination. 'Oil com

pany appealed, and landowner cross-appealed.

Holding: The Court of Appeal, Ashmann-Gerst, J.,

held that oil company's avoidance of remediation

costs of leak in pipeline was not "benefit" that en

titled landowner to those damages.

Affirmed as modified.

West Headnotes

[1] Trespass 386 ~50

386 Trespass

386II Actions

386II(D) Damages

386k50 k. Entry on and Injuries to Real

Property. Most Cited Cases

Oil company's avoidance of remediation costs of

leaking gasoline pipeline under landowner's prop

erty was not "benefit" to oil company that entitled

landowner to recover benefit damages under statute

allowing recovery of benefits obtained by person
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[8] Statutes 361 ~184

361 Statutes
361 VI Construction and Operation

361 VI(A) General Rules of Construction
361 k180 Intention of Legislature

361kl84 k. Policy and Purpose of Act.

Most Cited Cases
The objective sought to be achieved by a statute, as
well as the evil to be prevented, is of prime consid

eration in its interpretation.
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386 Trespass
386IT Actions

386II(D) Damages
386k50 k. Entry on and Injuries to Real

Property. Most Cited Cases
Under statute allowing recovery of benefits ob
tained by person wrongfully occupying property by

reason of that wrongful occupation, benefits are not
obtained by reason of a wrongful occupation unless
the trespass itself provided the trespasser with a fin
ancial or business advantage. West's
Ann.CaI.Civ.Code § 3334(b)(I).

[10] Trespass 386 ~50

386 Trespass
386II Actions

. 386II(D) Damages
386k50 k. Entry on and Injuries to Real

Property. Most Cited Cases
By amending trespass damages statute to allow re
covery of benefits obtained by person wrongfully

ot?cupying property by reason of that wrongful oc

cupation, the Legislature intended to eliminate fin
ancial incentives for trespass by eradicating the be

nefit associated with the wrongful use of another's

land. West's Ann.CaI.Civ.Code § 3334(b)(I).

**345 Caldwell, Leslie, Newcombe & Pettit, Mi

chael R. Leslie, Mary Newcombe, Cara A. Horow
itz, Los Angeles, Andrew Esbenshade, Sandra L.
Tholen; Greines, Martin,' Stein & Richland, and
Feris M. Greenberger, Los Angeles, for Plaintiff
and Appellant.

Bright and Brown, James S. Bright, Maureen 1
Bright and Brian L. Becker, Glendale, for Defend
ant and Appellant.

Mayer, Brown, Rowe & Maw and Gregory R. Mc
Clintock, Los Angeles, for Western States Petro
leum Association as amicus curiae on behalf of De
fendant and Appellant.

ASHMANN-GERST, J.

*71 INTRODUCTION

When respondent Watson Land Company (Watson)
discovered groundwater and soil contamination un
der its land (the Watson Center), it claimed that ap
pellant Shell Oil Company (Shell), among others,
was responsible. A jury awarded Watson
$3,915,851 for the cost of cleanup of contamination
caused by the leakage of leaded gasoline from

pipelines Shell was operating under *72 the Watson
CenteL Additionally, the jury found that Shell de
rived a $14,275,237 benefit when it failed to clean
up the contamination and awarded that amount to
Watson pursuant to Civil Code section 3334. Shell
appeals and urges reversal on the following
grounds: (I) Because Atlantic Richfield Company
(ARCO) settled with Watson and agreed to pay for

"the entire clean up of the Watson Center, ARCO
was the real party in interest and Watson lacked
standing to sue; (2) at a minimum, ARCO should
have been joined as a coplaintiff at trial as an indis

pensable party; (3) Watson's evidence of causation
was based on inadmissible evidence; and (4) the

1992 amendment to Civil Code section 3334 allow
ing a plaintiff to recover the benefits obtained by a

trespasser should not have been applied because

Shell was not benefited when its pipelines leaked.
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Therefore, even if there was causation, the judg

ment must be reduced by $14,275,237.

Watsoncnallengestwo orders on cross-appeaI.Ac-
. ··~~··conjirrg-r6~Watson:·(I)thetria:1' c·oartitnpfbpetly

denied a motion for sanctions against Shell for bad

faith conduct under Code of Civil Procedure section

128.7,FN I and (2) the trial court erroneously gave

Shell a credit for the litigation costs ARCa agreed

to pay Watson through settlement and then reduced

Watson's recoverable costs by half.

FN 1. A II further statutory references are to

the Code of Civil Procedure unless other

wise indicated...

In part 4 of Shell's appeal, we hold that for the; pur

poses of **346Civil Code section 3334, Shell did

not obtain any benefits when its pipelines leaked

onto the Watson Center. As a consequence, the

judgment in favor of Watson must be reduced ,by

$14,275,237. In the unpublished portion of this

opinion, we explain that Watson's cross-appeal, and

the rest of Shell's appeal lack merit. As modified,

the judgment is affirmed in all other respects.

FACTS

The Watson Center is a fully developed commercial

and industrial park with over 50 lots, most of which

have been improved with buildings. Watson leases

those buildings to various tenants. ARCa owns a

refinery (the ARca Refinery) across the street

from the Watson Center and uses it for processing,

storing and transporting crude oil, gas and petro

leum products. There are two major pipeline cor

ridors that run under the Watson Center. The first is

commonly referred to as the "Utility Way Pipeline

Corridor," FN2 and the second *73 is commonly

referred to as the "DWP Pipeline Corridor." FN3 At

times relevant to this appeal, Shell operated

pipelines in both of those corridors.

FN2. The Utility Way Pipeline Corridor is

a portion of the Watson Center that is sub

ject to a pipeline easement held by Shell.

FN3. The DWP Pipeline Corridor is prop

, eity owned by the Los Angeles Depart

ment of Water and Power. The corridor

cuts through the Watson Center.

In 1996, Watson sued, inter alia, Shell and ARCa

pursuant to 11 causes of action, including trespass

and nuisance. The first amended complaint alleged:

Since some time prior to 1977, the operations of

ARCa contaminated the groundwater beneath the

ARca Refinery. ARca has been actively recover

ing free-floating petroleum product and removing

contamination from the groundwater beneath the

ARca Refinery. In 1985, ARca began conducting

its remediation efforts under order of the Los

Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board

(RWQCB). The RWQCB directed ARCa to create

a subsurface barrier to prevent the migration of

groundw.ater contamination to the Watson Center.

Based on ARCa's remediation efforts and its rep

resentations, Watson believed that the contamina

tion' had not migrated to the Watson Center.

However, in 1995, aprospective tenant at the Wat

son Center conducted an environmental site invest

igation and discovered contamination. In 1996,

Watson engaged an independent environmental

consulting firm to investigate the contamination

and its sources. The ARCa Refinery and three oth

er offsiteproperties were found to be likely contrib

utors to the groundwater contamination. As well~

Watson learned that the Shell pipelines running be

neath the Watson Center may also be contributors.

Watson and ARCa entered in a settlement agree- "

ment (the settlement agreement) with an effective

date of November 1, 2000. The settlement agree

ment provided that Watson would continue to dili

gently pursue its claims against the other defend

ants in the case and deposit the proceeds into a

cleanup fund (the cleanup fund). ARCa agreed to

be responsible for the remediation of the Watson

Center, subject to a specified right of reimburse

ment from the cleanup fund. The parties divided the

Watson Center into three areas: Area A, Area Band

Area C. Pursuant to the parties' agreement, ARCa
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was entitled to 100 percent reimbursement of
cleanup expenses related to Area A, 90 percent re
lated to Area B, and 5 percent related to Area C.

The trial court granted ARCO's motion for determ
ination of good faith settlement with Watson. The
order specified that **347 none of the nonsettling
defendants was entitled to any set-off or credit as a
result of the s~ttIement between ARca and Wat
son, that Watson would seek to "recover from the
remaining defendants only their proportionate
shares of liability for contamination of [the Cen
ter]," and the trial court would retain jurisdiction
over the cleanup fund.

*74 Prior to trial, Shell moved to exclude evidence
of remediation costs on the theory that they would
be paid by ARca and ARCa was the real party in

interest. In the alternative, Shell argued that ARCa
had to be joined as an indispensable party. Shell's

motion was denied.

At trial, Watson expert Jeffrey Dagdigian
(Dagdigian) explained that when enough gasoline
contaminates soil, the gasoline will float on top of
the groundwater and become a source of contamin
ation. The gasoline slowly dissolves into the
groundwater, becomes a plume, and moves in the
direction of the groundwater flow. The contamina
tion is most concentrated at the source. Then, fol
lowing the second law of thennodynamics, the con
tamination moves from a concentrated state to a
random, dissolved state.

Watson produced maps displaying three plumes of
gasoline contamination: Plume A (a medium sized

-pliim'eafthe'hortnerti'el1d 'of'tl1b- Watso~ :C:~~ter

over the Utility Way Pipeline Corridor), Plume B1
(a small plume in the southern half of the Watson

Center over the DWP Pipeline Corridor at 233rd
Street), and Plume 82 (a large plume in the south
ern half'ofthe Watson Center over the Utility Way
Pipeline Corridor at 233rd Street).FN4 Dagdigian

testified that he was able to verify the accuracy of

,the plume maps by checking and rechecking facts
arid figures derived from unidentified "laboratory

reports." He explained that overlapping concentra

tions of chemicals indicate a common source and
then analyzed the plumes in terms of overlapping
concentrations of benzene, diisipropyl ether
(DIPE), methyl tertiary butyl ether (MTBE), and
lead scavengers known as ethylene dichloride
(EDC) and ethylene dibromibe (EDB).

FN4. In their briefs, the parties concentrate
on Plume A and Plume B2. GAIX Ter
minals Corporation, One of the defendants
below, settled with Watson and agreed to
remove jet fuel from the same area as
Plume B1.

According to the maps, Plume A contained concen
trations of benzene, DIPE and EDC, Plume B2 con
tained concentrations of benzene, DIPE, EDC, and
EDB, and Plume B I contained concentrations of
benzene, DIPE and MTBE. The absence of MTBE
in Plume A and Plume 82 suggested to Dagdigian
that the contamination,in those plumes was a leaded
gasoline. Further, the presence bf DIPE suggested
to Dagdigian, based on his researchof Shell facilit
ies, "that this gasoline came from one of those fa
cilities." FN5 He testified that Shell's pipelines car

ried the type of gas'oline found in those plumes.

FN5. A Shell chemist, Ileana Rhodes, testi
fied that Shell manufactured' DIPE at one
of Shell's nearby refineries. Shell's
quarterly reports to the Environmental Pro
tection Agency in 1979 listed DIPE as an
additive in Shell's gasoline. Rhodes ac
knowledged these reports. Dagdigian testi-

._.' "fie!:UhatDIPE was .found.at Shell, facilities
to the north and south of the Watson Cen

ter, and also at Morman Island, where
Shell stored gasoline.

*75 Dagdigian went on to explain that the gasoline

in Plume B2 contained a mixed alkyl lead package
comprised of: tetraethyl lead, methyltriethyl lead,
dimethyldiethyllead,trimethylethyl lead, and tetra
methyl lead. In contrast, the only lead compound
that was discovered under the ARCa Refinery was
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tetraethyl lead. When asked what that meant, he
stated: **348 "It means that the gasoline that was
released underneath the ARCO Refinery is different
than the gasoline that was released underneath the

. -~WaTsol1-Center.-"-

Nancy Beresky (Beresky), another Watson expert,

opined that ,the Plume B2 was caused when a Shell
pipeline leaked leaded gasoline. She based her
opinion on four lines of evidence. Shell transported
leaded gasoline through the Utility Way Pipeline
Corridor. There was no evidence that there were
any other pipelines in that corridor that were used
to carry the same type of material. The hot spot of
the plume was centered immediately underneath the
Utility Way Pipeline Corridor. Additionally, the
plume was comprised of leaded gasoline that con
tained DIPE. The same material was found' under
neath the Shell refinery to the north and the one to
the south. Those two refineries are interconnected
via the Utility 'way Pipeline Corridor.

According to Beresky, there was evidence that
Plume B2 was not caused by contamination migrat
ing from the ARCO Refinery. Points between
Plume B2 and the ARCO Refinery revealed no de
tection of the chemicals found in Plume B2. Based
on the second law of thermodynamics, it would be
impossible ~o have high concentrations at Plume B2
and lesser concentrations between Plume B2 and
the ARCO Refinery if the refinery was the source.
Beresky explained that the hydrology of the area
supported her position. She thought that if there
was migration, "we would see some, smearing in
this area. We don't see that."

Continuing on to Plume A, Beresky stated that it
was also caused by a leaded gasoline leak from a

Shell pipeline in the Utility Way Pipeline Corridor.
She based her opinion on several facts. The plume
was elongated in a north and south direction and the

hot spot was near the corridor. The contamination
contained DIPE which, again, was the same materi
'al found at the local Shell facilities. According to
Beresky, the contamination did not come from the

ARCO Refinery because it was too far to migrate,

and the material differed.

Charles Schmidt (Schmidt), a third Watson expert,
testified regarding the results he obtained using
"dOw-riholeflux" fesfing.FN6-Heiestifiea-ihat-"the

source of the B2 Plume is [the] Shell pipeline in
[the] Utility Way [Pipeline] *76 Corridor." He

reached 'this conclusion because his tests showed a
"top-down source" for the contamination that was
above the groundwater. Further, he stated that he
was able to exclude the ARCO Refinery as a
source. Based on other data he collected, Schmidt
opined that Plume A was created by a leak from
Shell's pipeline. Subsequently, Dagdigian was
asked about Schmidt's downhole flux data. Dagdi
gian noted that soil gas was first detected at 15 feet.
He agreed, when asked by counsel, that this was
evidence of a "top-down pipeline leak coming from
the Utility Way Pipeline Corrider."

FN6. Downhole flux is measured by lower
ing a chamber into the ground and taking

samples of the molecules of contaminants ..

The jury found that Watson failed to prove a cone
tinuing nuisance, but that it did prove a continuing
trespass. According to the jury, the amount Watson
should receive for remediation was $3,915,851, and
the value of the benefits obtained by Shell as a res
ult of the gasoline contamination it caused at the

Watson Center from June 1, 1993, to June 30, 2001,
was $14,275,237.

The trial court entered judgment in favor ofWatson

in the amount of $18,191,088 and awarded
$87,183.22 in costs. After **349 the denial ofvari

ous posttrial motions, these appeals followed.

Upon application, we allowed Western States Pet
roleum -Association to file an amicus curi~e brief

regarding the proper interpretation of the "benefits
obtained" measure of damages in Civil Code se,c
tion 3334.

SHELL'S APPEAL
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FN**
1.-3.

FN** See footnote *, ante.

4. The $14,275,237 in "benefits" damages must

be reversed.

[1] The question presented is whether a gasoline

leak from a pipeline constitutes "benefits" to Shell,

as contemplated by Civil Code section 3334.

[2][3][4][5][6][7][8] When interpreting a statute,
we must "ascertain the intent of the Legislature so
as to effectuate the purpose of the law." (Dyna
Med, Inc. V. Fair Employment & Housing Com.
(1987) 43 Cal.3d 1379, 1386,241 Cal.Rptr. 67,743

P.2d 1323.) We must "look first to thfl worM ofthe
statute themselves, giving to the language its usual,

ordinary import and according significance, if pos

sible, to every word, phrase and sentence in pursu
ance of the legi~lative purpose. A construction

making some words surplusage is to be avoided.

The words of the statute must be construed in con

text, keeping in *77 mind the statutory purpose, and
statutes or statutory sections relating to the same

subject must be harmonized, both internally and

with each other, to the extent possible. [Citations.]
Where uncertainty exists consideration should be
given to the consequences that will flow from a par
ticulilr interpretation. [Citation.] Both the legislat

ive history of the statute and the wider historical

circumstances of its enactment may be considered

in ascertaining the legislative intent. [Citations.]" (
ld. at pp. 1386-1387, 241 Cal.Rptr. 67, 743 P.2d

1323.) A close cousin of the foregoing quote is the

rule" 'that the objective sought to be achieved by a

statute as well as the evil to be prflvented is of

prime consideration in its interpretation.'

[Citations.]" (Wotton V. Bush (1953) 41 Ca1.2d 460,

467,261 P.2d 256.)

Civil Code section 3334 reads: "(a) The detriment

caused by the wrongful occupation of real property

... is deemed to include the value of the use of the

property for the time of that wrongful occupation,

not exceeding five years next preceding the com

mencement of the action or proceeding to enforce

the right to damages, the reasonable cost of repair

or restoration Of the property to its original condi
tion, and the costs, if any, of recovering the posses

sion. [~] (h)(I) Except as provided in paragraph (2),

for purposes of subdivision (a), the value of the use

of the prop~rty shall be the greater of the reason

able rental value of that property or the benefitsob
tained by the person wrongfully occupying the

property by reason of that wrongful occupation. [~]

(2) If a wrongful occupation of real property sub
ject to this section is the result of a mistake of fact

of the wrongful occupier, the v.alue of the use of the

property, for purposes of subdivision (a), shall be
the reasonable rental val ue of t~e property."

[9] Shell's position is that though "benefits ob

tained" is not defined, "its plain meaning suggests

that the provision acts as a disgorgement remedy
forcing trespassers to give up wrongly obtained

profits that accrue to the trespasser as a direct res
ult of his or her wrongful trespass. " ~n counter
point, Watson contends that a benefit is obtained by

any polluter who keeps money that it should have

spent remediating**350 the trespass. In our view,
Shell is correct. "Benefits" are not "obtained" by

reason of a wrongful occupation unless the trespass
itself provided the trespasser with a financial or
business advantage.

We start with the plain meaning of the statute. The

word "benefits" connotes something that is advant

ageous, and the benefits coritemplated by the statute
must be obtained by reason of the wrongful'occupa

tion. In other wdids;'a trespass must result in
something advantageous for the trespasser or it

does not qualify as a benefit for purposes of the

statute. Here, the question is whether Shell's

pipeline leakage and the resulting contamination of

Watson's land can be considered something advil-nt- .

ageous for Shell. We think *78 not. Not only did

the gasoline leakage result in a loss of product for

Shell, but it meant that pipelines either had to be re

paired or abandoned and replaced by different
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pipelines at substantial cost.

We reject the notion that "benefits" include the
avoidance of remediation costs. "The value of the
use"i s a separate component of damages from "the
reasonablecost-oFrepai{of-restora'fion-ofthe-pro p
erty to its original condition." Remediation costs
fall within the umbrella of the "reasonable cost of
repair or restoration." If "benefits" incl uded the
cost of remediation (and the value of the use of the
money saved, as Watson suggests), then the lan
guage permitting recovery of "the reasonable cost
of repair or restoration" would be surplusage; (
Civ.Code, § 3334, subd. (a).)

According to Watson, "[Civil Code] section 3334
was amended to eliminate the incentive to trespass,
including as only one example defendants who
dumped toxic waste on worthless desert properties
to avoid the proper disposal costs. Obviously, those
toxic dumpers did not generate a 'direct profit'
dumping the waste-they simply avoided a cost
thereby increasing their net profits. That is exactly
what Shell did here. The value to Shell of the
cleanup· costs it never spent is many times the
amount of the cleanup costs." This analogy fails. A
polluter who dumps toxic waste in the desert in
stead of paying to properly dispose of toxic waste
gains the financial advantage of getting either' free'
disposal or cheaper disposaL No such financial ad
vantage accrues to the owner of a leaking pipeline,
at least insofar as the owner was not using the leak
to effectuate disposal or to obtain some other finan
cial gain seyarate from the failure to remediate the
trespass. FN .6 In the absence-of an advantage, there

is no need to impose a special disincentive to tres
pass.

FN 16. Watson does not attribute any such

intent to Shell.

Our interpretation is in harmony with the salutary
purpose of the 1992 amendment that introduced the

"benefits obtained" measure of damages to Civil
Code section 3334.

The origins of the amendment can be found in res
olution No. 5-9-91, which was passed by the Con
ference of Delegates of the State Bar of California
in the summer of 1991. In writing to the legislative

.counsel-for,the BtateBar,-the re-s61 tition's 'auifior e)(~

, plained that the resolution "provides a definition for
the 'value of the use' which eliminates Section
3334's economic incentive to dump" toxic waste
when the rental value is cheaper than the cost of
disposal. "The 'value of the use' would be 'the

greater of the reasonable rental value or the benefits
obtained by the trespasser by reason of the tres
pass.' The measure of damages would take into ac
count the benefit obtained by the trespass-the cost
saved by not properly disposing the pollutants."

**351 *79 Those connected to Assembly Bill No.
2663 (1991-1992 Reg. Sess.), the bill prompted by
resolution No. 5-9-91 and sponsored by the State
Bar to amend Civil Code section 3334, discussed
the purpose of the bill in a variety of ways and used
the following language: (1) "trespassers [have]
earned significant business revenue (benefits) from
using the land to dispose of toxic wastes" (Amelia
V. Stewart, legis. representative of State Bar of
Cal., letter of support for Assembly Bill No. 2663
to· Assemblyman Phillip Isenberg, Chair of the As
sembly Judiciary Com., Mar. 19; 1992); (2)
"potential polluters would be required to disgorge
the benefits obtained from any such wrongful occu
pation" (Michael D. Schwartz, letter of support for
Assembly Bill No. 2663 to Amelia V. Stewart, le
gis. representative of State Bar of Cal., Mar. 20,
1992); (3) ~'the law should be clear that the dam
ages recoverable in such cases is the economic be
nefit to the trespasser, if that is the greater value"
(Assem.Com. on Judiciary, Analysis of Assem.
Bill No. 2663 (1991-1992 Reg. Sess.); (4) "the law

should lencourage proper disposal of toxic wastes.

[~] By statutorily allowing recovery of 'the benefits
(profits) obtained by the occupier by reason of tres

pass,'c ourts in trespass actions will have the dis
cretion to assess damages comparable to the benefit

to the wrongful trespasser that is dumping toxic
wastes" (Assem. Com. on Judiciary, 3d reading
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anaiysisof Assem. Bill No. 2663 (1991-1992 Reg.
Sess.)); (5) "in some cases trespassers find it to
their advantage to intentionally use another's land,
reap large benefits for that act, and then pay a relat
ively small amount of damages for. the trespass"
and that "polluters may find it cheaper to durnp the
waste on someone else's desert land and pay relat
ively minor damages 'for that trespass; than to pay
the fees for the proper disposal of ~he wa.ste" (Sen.
Corn. on Judiciary, comment on Assem. Bill No.
2663 (1991-1992 Reg. Sess.), as amended May 27,
1992, p. 2).

[101 This history demonstrates that the legislature
intended to eliminate financial incentives for tres
pass by eradicating the benefit associated with the
wpongful Use of another's land. This intent would
not be furthered by applying the "benefits obtained"
measure of da.mages to a trespass for which there
Was ho financial or business advantage. In such a
case, a plaintiff is limited to recoveririguhder the
other measures of damages contemplated by the
statute, I.e., the reasonable rental value of the prop
erty and the cost of restoration andrecovery. Thus,
the $14,275,237 "benefits" damages awarded by the
jury must be reversed.

FN***
WATSON'S CROSS-APPEAL

FN*** See foomote *, ante.

*80 DISPOSITION

The damages are reduced to $3,915,851. As modi
~·fi6ci.:th€judgmehtis· a.ffirmed. The"'pll.rties shall
bear their costs on appeal.

We concur: DOl TODD, Acting PJ., and NOtT, J.
FNt

FNt Retired Associate Justice of the Court
of Appeal, Second Appellate District, as
signed by the Chief Justice pursuant to art
icle VI, section 6 of the California Consti-

tution.

Cal.App. 2 Dist.,2005.
Watson Land CO. V. Shell Oil Co.
130 Cal.AppAth 69, 29 Cal.Rptr.3d 343, 35 Envtl.
L. Rep. 20,114, 05 Cal. Daily Op. Servo 4986, 2005
Daily Journal DAR.6797

END OF DOCUMENT

© 2010 Thomson Reuters. No Claim to Orig. US Gov. Works.
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INTRODU eTlON

.,~heIlDilCompany-hasbeenhit\vith-ajua-gnienttlia.fiTiClt.ldes"an aViard of

more. than $14 million on the paradoxical notion that when one 'of Shell's

underground pipelines supposedJy leaked for a brief time in the 1970's, Shell

derived a "benetit" from the leak it knew nothing about (and tIle existence of

which it still disputes). Even \\lorse, the entire judgment rests on a foundation of

improperly admitted evidence,\\1ithout \:vhich Plaintiff Watson Land Company's

proof of causation is, in a word, nonexistent.

Watson claimed that an undetected leak decades ago in a Shell pipeline

caused three separate plumes of contamination under Watson's land, although the

jury found Shdlliable for only the smallest of these plumes-the A Plume. The

evidentiary basis for the jury's award on the A Plume stemmed from the trial

court's decision to allow Watson's damages expert to testify, based on his review

of unverified, uocross-e~::..;m1inedlaboratory test results that were never admitted at
--r---

trial, that Shell leaded gasoline manufactured between 1960 and 1980 had been

found on the Watson Industrial Center South ("WICS:'). These records purported

. to identify chemical components in the contaminated soil that Watson claimed

were markers for Shell gasoline. Watson's damages expert, who conceded he was

no expert in petroleum compound fingerprinting, relied upon these unadmitted,

hearsay records to justify his conclusion that Shell's pipelines were the source of
contamination found on the site. But without the threshold evidentiary shoVv'ing

. that any plume, and in pa11icular the A Plume, con1ainedSheil gasoline, the entire

judgment of$18.1mjlJjon (plus costs) must falL Thus, this appeal seeks a total

reversal of the judgment.
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The basis for the so-called "benefit" damages, which have nothing to do

with any ham1 suffered by Watson, is a previously unconstrued 1992 amendment

to Civil Code § 3334. Under. that al11endment-\vhich never should have been

applied to a spill that supposedly occurred some 20-40 years ago-a property

ovmer may recover from a trespasser the value of the use.ofthe damaged land, as

measured by the land's reasonable rental value or the benefit obtained by the

trespasser, \vhichever is greater. Even though Shell never knew of any leak or

contamination from its pipeline, Watson claimed it was entitled to measure the

"benefit" Shell supposedly obtained from the leak by multiplying the costs Shell

avoided in 1993 when it failed to remediate the A Plume, by the retum on those

funds purportedly obtained by Shell since that date. Based on the testtimony of

Watson's financial expert that Shell's \,,'eighted average cost ofcapital averaged

20% from June 1993 through trial, Watson claimed that every dollar Shell should

have spent in remediation in 1993 was now worth $4.27. \Vatson then argued that

the total value 'of the "benefiC received by Shell ,\'as an astonishing $ ]4.3

million-·even though the costs of remediation today are under $4 million. Shell

asks this Court to hold, if the judgment is not struck down entirely, that Watson is

limited to an award of its actual damages under § 3334. Alternati'v'ely, Shell seeks

a rUliI1g that Watson's calculation of Shell's "benefit" was wrong as a matter of_ . . . u

law.

What is also particularl)' oilerous about the judgment is that Watson

received a ,,,,indfall award of damages from Shell, even though it faced no

financial exposure arising from the contamination it attributeq. to Shell at tlial.
, -, '" ." , ...'--' .,' ~ .:-.,

The real entity maneuvering the outcpme here was ARea. In a settlement

documented just weeks before trial was to begin, ARCa assu·med responsibility

for remediati.ng the entire Watson property-as it should have since there 'vas no

question that AReO's operations caused the bulk of the contamination. As part of

2
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the settlement, Watson ceded all responsibility and control for remediation of the

property to ARCa. What is more, ARCa fed Watson's trial effort with financial

support and expertise to shift the burden to Shell because, under the settlement,

ARea stood,_ first, to be reimbursed for its reJ11eqi~_~i9:r1(~g§t§-,~Dg,S_e_cond,lo- ---_.

recover halfofany damages beyond those costs recovered by Watson. 1n light of

these unique circumstances, Shell moved to have ARCa added as an

indispensabl~ party, because ARCa was no longer just a settlingjoint tortfeasor

but instead had assumed the position of co-claimant. The trial court prejudicially

erred in denying that motion. Thus, the judgment against Shell must be reversed

due to Watson's failure to name ARCa as an indispensable party plaintiff.

Accordingly, Shell requests this Court to reverse the judgment belmv and

either direct entry ofjudgment for Shell because of a Ja'ilure of causation or vacate

the a\vard of benefit damages in the amount of$1 4,275,237. Alternatively. if the

Court~ determines that ARCa should have been joined as a party plaintiff, Shell

requests that the Court remand the case for further proceedings.

STATEMENT OF FACTS

A. Tire Watson Industrial Center South (WICSj

An10ng its extensive holdings, Watson Land Corilpany owns approximately

350 acres of contiguous property in Carson that has been developed for

commercial and iIJdustrial use and is known as the Watson Industrial Center South

("WICS"). The property is surrounded by a number ofrefineries, pipelines,' and

other petroleum facilities-some of them no IOIlger active-that are or \vere

owned by ARCO,SheIl, and the other defendants who have since settled out of the

action. See CT 214,413.

The WICS and surrounding properties are depicted in the maps and

photographs attached as an Appendix to this brief. The property contains a

number of large warehouse and distribution facilities that range in size from 5~OOO

3
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to 550,000 square feet. See RT 786-87. The \ialue ofthe entire site, including
I

facilities, is approximately $400 million. RT 824,830. It is considered premium

commercial rental property and is marketed a1 rates above those in the surrounding

areas. RT 3131-38; Exh. 324l.

From thepristine surface of the WICS, see App. (Exh. 3258), one would

never knO\v that the subsurface is contaminated. Alerted to the potential for

subsurface contamination by the Regional Water Quality Control Board's issuance

in 1985 of a c.eas~ and desist order to the ARCa Los Angeles Refinery next door

to the WICS, Watson initiated its own investigation in the early 1990's and, in

1995, began disclosing the existence ofpotei1tial contamination to its lessees. RT.

795~97. Although Watson has since provided all tenants located above

documented subsurface contamination \;\"ith indemnities for environmental

exposure or remediatiOIl claims,l no WICS,tehant has ever executed on an

indeJTInity or claimed any damages resulting from contamination. RT 832.

Moreover, there is no evidence that the fair market value of the property has been

impaired by any contamination, RT 830, that rents on the property have been

depressed, RT 897, or that Watson has lost a single tenant because ofalleged

s.ubsurface contamination, RT 3833-34. At the time oftrial, \Vat50n had no plans

to sell any portion of the WICS. RT 850.

\ATalsOn also could not identify any residual effects from subsurface

contamination. Although V'/atson owns the v.'ater rights associated with the

property, there are no "vater \vells on the site, RT 864-65, and Watson has no plans

to'appmpriate the water on its property, RT898. Mostimportantl?, Watson could

) Such indemnities ape now routine' in industrial lease agreements and.
except in extreme circumstances not presented here, have no in1pact on lease' or
occupancy rates. See RT 3130, 3142-43 .

4
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not identify any risks to human healtl1 arising from contamination on the site. RT

869.

As a result, Watson did not seek damages arisin g from lost rents,

diminished property value, impairment to water'or (),th~I'~sj:lb.surface~rights,-GFfer·

. iil-cr~asedfina~~i~g~~st~~risin~ir~~'~~~~~~i'~~~;~n on the site." RT 897. At the

time of trial, the only damages Watson had incurred were costs of environmental

assessment for purposes ofthe litigation totaling $476,301. Exh. )521; RT 3833.

Yet, anrial, Watson claimed millions of dollars" in damages for remediation costs

it would never pay, as well as tens of millions of dollars in statutory damages

underCivil Code § 3334.

B. AReO's Operations Near the 11/1CS

The ARea Los Angeles Refinery is situated due east of the WICSacross

Wilmington Avenue. Throughout its history, the ARCOrefinery has been

responsible for massive releases ofpetroleum products into the subsurface,

causing the Water Board to order ARea in 1985 to investigate and remediate

subsurfac.e contamination at the refinery. RT 3591.

Stephen Testa, a geologist ,v}w supervis'ed ARCO's environmental

investigative operations from )985-1990 and continued to consult with ARea

until 1993~94, see RT 3396-3405, testified that his team discovered extensive

areas offree product composed of gasoline, diesel.fuel, and other hydrocarbons,

either perched in the soil at different depths or floating on the water table. See RT

3415-.1 8. Those perched layers of free product, orLNAPL as it is sometimes

called, measured up to 25-27 feet in thick.:Oess and extended as far as 200 acres

laterally under the surface. Jd. at 3419-21; Ex11- 93. 111 addition, the team

identified multiple plumes of dissolved phase hydrocarbons pem1eating the soil

and groundwater under the refinerv. RT 3492-93.
~ ~
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Testa's team concluded that the ARCa refinery was the source of the

'hydrocarbons encountered at the ARCa refinery site. Id. at 3423. No similar

conclusions were reached with respect to contamination uriderlyingthe \VICS,

because ARCa had not yet conducted testing on the WICS. Jd. at 3425. Thus,

while maps prepared during the course of the investigation depict the

contamination boundary as Wilmington Avenue, the street bet\veen the ARca
Refinery and tbeWICS, see Exh. 176, Fig. 7-5, Testa's team admittedly assumed

tbat the pools detectedundefthe refinery extended ~ff-.site onto tbe WIeS. Just

bo\\' far \:vas not known., RT 3424-25.

The] 985 cease and desist order required ARea to file regular repoI1s with

tbe Water Board concerning itsremediation progress. According to those reports,

since 1977 ARCa has removed more than nineteen million gallons of free product

tram the vicinity of the ground\vater table underlying its refinery (of a potential

volume as high as J20 million. gallons) and has treated more than 500 million

gallons ofground:water. RT 3712-14; 3716; Exh. 3194 (at 7, 27). See also App.

(Exh.3266-A). Nonetheless, Testa acknowledged that somewhere from 50 to

70% ofthe free product contained in the subsurface \vill never be recovered. RT

:).518. Thus, the nineteen million gallons of free product already removed \vj1J

constitute "a small fi-action" of the original contamination caused by ARCa, and it

\vill be impossible to remove completely the existing free product or its associated

dissolved phase constituents. RT 3518-19, 3721-22.

C. Shell's Operations Near the HileS

Shell's former refinery consIsted of tWo separate faciliti'esl.6caledt6the

north and south of the western portion orthe W1CS and linked by 1'vo corridors of

underground pipelines known, respectively, as the DWP Right of Way and the

Utility Way Right of Way. See App_ (£xh. :1498); In approximately 1991, Shell

sold the southern facility to Unocal and converted the northern facility into a

6
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distribution plant, Since the sale, most of the inter-refinery Jines have been

converted into product Jines for the·distributionplant. RT 3330-31.

Through the years, Shell regularly performed preventive maintenance on

the inter-refinery lines and2'~jJl'lS~cLth~IILas_neede.cLShelJne-Y:erdiseovered-any
___•. _._c__._~._c;_.---.;.,";__ ':':'--'- __:=_,__~ ,:_~:._.:_._:'C" __,_:. ,", ,_,_,, '_

product leaks along these Jines other than a single butane leak near the surface that

enJpted in the Utility Way Corridor in 1983. RT 3263-72. That leak was

immediately repaired, after \-yhicb Shell abandoned the line and remediated the

spil1. RT 3263-64.

Not'.:vjthstanding this excellent record, which is supported by repeated

maintenance tests and a complete lack of any documented regulatory violations,

\\7atson included Shell in the long list of defendants it sued in ] 996.

D. Watson Sues All Potentially Responsible Parties in tlte Area'

Watson filed this action in May 1996 against ARCa and eight others,

including Shell. Watson claimed that ARCG had fraudulently concealed and

made fraudulent misrepresentations to Watson about the extensive contamination

on the WICS. By contras:t. Watson nev,er alleged that She]] had intentionally

misrepresented or concealed an)' informatipn about contamination on the WIeS.

Instead, Shell \-va,s sued primarily for nuisance and trespass_

By the time 'oftrial, Watson claimed it had discovered three separate
\

plumes ofcontamin.ation in the g;round\vater under the WICS:PJume A, located

on thenorthemmost portion of the WICS;the BIPhime located near the DWP

Corridor; and the B2 Plume that extended lateraJIyunderthe eastern half of the

property. App. (Exh. 1498). Not surprisingly, based on its extensive history' with

ARea, Watson consistently t00k the position that the bulk of contamination on its

property was attributable to ARCO-that is, until Watson settled with ARea on

the eve oftriaL
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F: Watson Alters lis Trial Strategy

The ARea settlement fundamentally alterecl'Watson'5 trial strategy. No

longer concerned \vith cleanup ofthe proper:ty, Watson refocused its case on
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maximizing it.s monetary recovery from Shell. Towards that end, Watson sought

to pin responsibility for all but the Bl plume on Shell,2iIJcluding the B2 plume

that so plainly emanated from the ARCO refinery.

But Watson's original testing of the soil a!~~I!!:L§h-elt~Rip_elines_inthe-az:ea
" .. , _.......:...... -.::....::._.~,...:._ .....:.........,_....:-,......:.;...;;,::;..-::... .. ,,:..:.-....----'--'---~;;....::_._--_...:--'- ..;...:.;:...... ::...:,.,,,...::.....:..::.....:::.....:.....:..;;.;_....:::...:...:..............:.,-,_....._._---------_.. .

of the B2 Plume had failed to esta,blish any link between thepipelines and the

. ground\",ater contamination on the WICS. Jeffrey Dagdigian~ Watson's principal

environmental consultant and damages expert, \vas forced to concede at trial that

soil borings in the area of the B2 Plume did not shoyv any contamination above

laboratory detection limits. RT 1704. Dagdigian also conceded that Watson had
. .

not detected any significant hits in the soil matrix or soil gas sampling it had

collected in these areas. RT 2964-65. He further admitted that Watson's various

consultants over the course of Watson's multi.-year investigation had taken both

soil gas samples and soil borings all around the Shell pipelines in the area

surrounding the B2 Plume looking for evidence of leaks, but had come up \:vith

"essentially nothing." RT 2978-79,2966.

The evidence.supporting Watson's case against Shell \vith respect to the A

Plume was even \veaker. Because no free product had ever been discovered in the

vicinity ofthe A Plume, petroleum fingerprinting to establish the source of the A

Plume was not an option. RT 1855,2742; 2767. The only soil data that even

suggested the existence of the A Plume had been reported in October 1997 by the. .

Friedman & Bruya Laboratory (the "F&B Lab"), an independent laboratory

retained to analyzesamples collected by Watson's experts. The F&B Lab results

show,ed light contamination from a mixture of degraded and undegraded diesel

and refinery slops-not leaded gasoline, which Watson insisted was the producf

leaking from Shell's pipeline in the area. Exh. 3251; RT2081-82. Only one test

. 2 1n a settlement documented shortly after the ARCa settlement Defendam
GATX agreed to remediate the Bl Plume'- CT 1581-84,1609-12. .,

9
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yielded a result that was consistent with a gasoline range product: Using what he

called the "downhole flux method" on the ARCa side ofthe A Plume, Watson

expert Charles Schmidt obtained readings from a single boring known as WSB-27

that he claimed reflected contamination from a pipeline in the vicinity.3 See

RT 1948-49, 2408.

Possibly because the standard soil test results collected by Watson

(showing contamination by diesel and refinery slops) mirrored the mix ofproducts

found on the WIC,S just across the street from the ARca Refinery, see RT 3998

99, the Watson team chose not to gather any additional soil or soil gas data when

they finally initiated a groundwater investigation in March 2001, one month after

the ARCO settlement was approved by the trial court, RT2966, 2912, 2913, 2832,

2833,2531,2535-36,2550, Dagdigian admitted this was a strategic decision

made in conjunction withWatso11's counsel, even though there \vere no

restrictions on Watson's ability 10 collect such data. RT 2969 .

Instead, Watson retained an -environmental contractor, Heritage,

Environmental, to conduct a series of CPT, orhydropunch, tests along the Utility

3 Although traditional soil and soil gas tests had failed to detect such
contamination, 'Schmidt also claimed that three downhole flux borings in the area
of the B2 Plume showed "top-down" contamination from a ))ipeline within the
Utiliti' Wav Corridor. But these borings 'VI/ere 50, 65 and 400 feet away frorn
Shell spip'eIines in the direction of the ARCa Refinery and only one source even
fell within the boundaries of the B2 Plume drawn by Dagdigian (MW-4). See
App. (Exh. 1500); RT 1853-54.

'-::!Y1oreover:'Schin.i'clf's dO\.\'rihole'flux-festing'at fh1Wlbcatibh detected no
significant lev~ls o;fvolatile gases until he hit a depth of40 feet, far belmv any
pipelines in the vicinity, but smack-dab on top of the groundwater admittedly
contaminated by ARCO. Exh. 1510.

Even apart from the fact that such sparse and distant data was tenuous at
best. the whole downhole flux methodology is hiahl)' suspect and is not an
a~ceptabl e scientific technigue, at le~st as ~chmi8t t,ried,to us.e it in this case. TIle
tnal court, nonetheless, demed Shell's motlOn to stnke Schmidt's proposed '
conclusions under People v. Kelly, 17 Ca1.3d 24, 130 Cal.Rptr. 144 (1976). See
CT 5152; RT 1359-60.

10
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Way Corridor. Groundwater samples from these hydropunch tests were then sent

10 the F&B Lab for chemical fingerprint analysis. See Exh. 3194.

At trial, Watson relied almost exclusively on the results of the F&B Lab's

testing0 f t~e 2001 groundwater samples to Iin~. §.~~1Lt.Q.1Jl~_c.o11taminatiGn-f0Hnd..

under the \vles,' D~gdjgi~~a~'dhi;~s~;ci~t~, Nancy Beresky, a hydrogeologist,

used these test results to draw maps of the A and B2 Plumes that were presented to

the jury as factual over the vigorous objections of Shell. See, e.g., CT 4513-14;

RT 3005-07. According to Dagdigian, who conceded he ,vas not an expert in

petroleum chemical fingerprinting, RT 1544, he created these maps-:vvith the

assistance of Beresky, who ,vas a hydrogeologist and not a chemist, RT 2630

based on his revievi of dozens ofboxes of records,including test results. RT

1400-01. Without identifying the tests or the laboratories that conducted the tests~.

Dagdigian testified that the tests con finned the presence ofbenzene and certain

lead alkyls contained in Shell leaded gasoline manufactured prior to 1980, as \"'ell

. as sporadic traces of an oxygenate known as diisopropyl ether or isopropyl ether

("DIPE"), which he claimed had be.en used exclusively by Shell in the

manufacture of leaded gasoline. RT] 445. According to Dagdigian, DIPE was a

distinguishing marker for SheJlleaded gasoline sold-in the 1970's, and ARCa had

never usedDIPE} RT 1483.

But Watson had never designated the experts necessary to authenticate and

admit any of this laboratory data or to identify Shell gasoline as thesource ofthe

contamination. To circumvent this strategic problem, Watson subpoenaed the

records of the test results from the various outside laboratories, including the F&B

Lab, requesting that they produce those results at trial as business records. Shell

objected to the admission of these records in a motion in limine, CT 3680-3708,

but the tri'11 ~_~i)urt denied the motion, finding that the uncross-examined,

4 Shell hotly disputed both of these assertions. See ir?fra at 21 n. 11.

11
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conchrsory declarations attached to those records (drafted by \\1atson '5 counsel)

contained the'requisite indicia of reliability to qualify the hearsay test results as

business records. See RT A-I 03";04. Thus, nO one from any bfthe laboratories

(other than the laboratory that analyzed the vapor samples collected by Schmldt)

ever testified about the science or methodology involved in the test procedures, the

chain of custody and handling of the samples, or purported to analyze the data

contained in the test results. The declarations themselves were never admitted.

Most remarkably, none ofthe test results that purported to define the scope of

contamination or to fingerprint the contamination identified in the A and B2

Plumes were ever admitted into evidence. lnstead, Dagdigian himself simply

asse11ed to the jury that the unnamed laboratory records he had reviewed

conclusively established that Shell pipelines had caused both tIle A and B2

Plumes.=- SeeRT 1483.

G. The Lack ofEvidence that Shell's Pipelines Leaked

But the evidence that these plumes resulted from a Shell pipeline leak, as

opposed to emanating from the massive contamination found under the ARCO

Refinery, was sparse. At trial, Dagdigian \vas forced to coneede that Watson had

no soil data of any sort that would allow its experts to identify where, if at all,

there was a leak from the Shell pipelines in the Utility Way Corridor. RT 2832

33. As he also conceded, if soil or soil gas readings from in and amongst the

pipelines had been collected, those readings likely would have dispositive)y

5 The F&B Lab perfomled the testing of the hvdropunch groundwater
samples identified as, tHe C series on Exhibits 1500, 1501, 15]2, and 15]3, \l\"hich
are mcluded in the Ap2endix. TIlose test results wer.e subpoenaed Jor trial but
were never admitted. See Exhs. 412, 1472. Dagdigian testified that the records
indicated intermittent findings ofDIPE and various lead alkyls and scavengers that
he attributed to 'Shell. See RJ 1445-46, !450·55; App. (Em. 15P,1~:1513).~OnlY
excer,pts from tvvo F&B Lab reports, Wh1Ch had nothmg to do WIth DIPE and dId
not dIstinguish ben'l'een types of petroleum contaminatIOn, were ever admitted il1to
evidence..... See Exhs. 1588,3251 (rebuttal exhibit).

12
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delennin~d the existence of any leak and possibly tbe source" RT 2978. Watson,

however, elected not to collect that "data. Id. \Vatson:s fate and transport expert,

Nancy Beresky, also decided not to collect any soil lithological data around the

site of the suspected A Plume, RT2531, even thoughthL~_4§..t.§jYQuldJ1cuTe-all()"ved
._,_·, .. CC .. _.,·._...... ..:...,c_ ..__... ,. ,~ ·_~__ -''''-

to trace the source of the groundwater contamination and migration

pathvv'ays.6

The trial record, moreover, lacks any other credible evidence that leaded 

gasoline ever leaked from Shell's pipelines. Other than the concededl}' irrelevant

butane leak that popped to the surface in 1983, nobody ever saw evidence of a

pipeline leak. RT 3270-71.

As Shell's pipeline supervisor Roger Undenvood explained, Shell used a

combination of methods to oversee the pipelines, including hydrotesting the lines,

catbodic protection, radiographic revie\v and physically inspecting the surface

above the pipelines on a regular basis, all to ensure that the pipelines "would

operate in a safe way." RT 3226,3262. Unden:vood also testified it was Shell's

policy-that, "for whatev"er reason if you've seen anything that ''''ould indicate a

possible leak; then that \,'ould immediately be reported and investlgated." RT

3217; see also RT3271 (stating that if an employee failed to report evidence of

hydrocarbon contamination, "the person probably would be terminated"), RT 3224

_ 6 Beresky admjtted she could have gotten continuous lithological
infonnation during her soil borjngs at the APlume,for a ~.ere $2,500 per boring.
RT 253 1.2535-36. Saddledv,lJth Watson's strateglC declslOn not to collect more
relevant Information, she also admitted she had been forced 10 infer the data points
for her mapping of the A Plume. RT 2541. _

Shell's experts repeatedly chal1enged the aggressive conclusions of
Watson 'sexperts attributing the A Plume contamlllation to Shell. Shell's
hydrogeo]oglst, Sandra MaXfield, testified that there_ was no evidence the
contaminants foun.d in the f}. Plume came from a Shell pipeline release, as opposed
to some other om~t::e or onslte source. RT 4846-48. - Maxfield also noted that
Watson had no legitimate soil infom1ation in the area of the A Plume, other than
the flatly inconsistent soil sample results from WSB-7. RT 4847, 50] 7, 5014,
5015.

13
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(Shell pipeline \-vorkers required to report problems with lines). Moreover,

Unden:vood testified that in his 35 years of experience virtually all leaks from high

pressure pipelines like those in the DWP and Utility Way corridors result in some

surface disruption, as occurred \\'ith the GATX jet fuel leak. RT 32] 7.

In addition to tlie undisputed testimony that Shell regulady patrolled and

tested its lines, the evidence also showed that, in 1993, Shell conducted

exca\'ations in the Utility Way Corridor precisely 'where the pipelines had

supposedly leaked. Ye~ no leaks \vere ever found;nonvas any telltale odor

detected.? Even Dagdigian was forced to admit that the historical records

compiled by Shell revealed no physical evidence indicating hydrocarbons in the

soil around the pipelines. See RT 1723-24.

The only "contrary" evidence offered by Watson came from Paul

Karlozian, Wats0I1's pipeline expert who revie\:ved Shell's hydrotest results.

Karlozian opined t11a1 some ofthe hundreds ofhydrotests run by Shell on the

pipelines did not pass state requirements, though he admitted that many factors

could cause those results, only one of\:vhich is an actual leak. RT l032, 1020-25.

1121-22. KarJozian also testified that some pipelines \vere replaced prematurely

in his estimation, leading him to infer that the lines were leaking. RT ~ 0 IO. On

this \:vhisker-thin inference, Watson hung its entire contention that SheWs

pipelines had leaked and contaminated the WICS.

Tellingly, though, of the hydrotest results challenged by Karlozia.n, those

performed on lines ·\)"ithin the Utility Way Corridor that Watson identified as the

sourceoltheAandB2PlUDles~vefefoll owedbycompliam tests,indieating that

7 RT 3270 (Undenvood testifying that in his 35 years he \\'as unav,'are of
any gasoline leaks in t~e Ut~lity Way and, at RT 3225, he w01}ld have kpawn had
there been such a .leak); see also RT 326] -62 (no problems with cathodIC
protection indicating a leak); RT 3313 (no reports of any leak during the 1993
excavation); RT 53~2-53 (Russell Guidry stating he smelled no hydrocarbon leaks
during the 1993 excavation).

14
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the earlier "failing" results had been produced by factors other than actual leaks.

See RT 1125-29. As Karlozian acknovdedged,Jeaking underground Jines don't

fix themselves; nor could leaking lines from the DWP Corridor have caused the

A or B2 Plumes. RT 1122. J L3J.::32~c __ , ~c_c-~--,~~-----'~~----_··~.- _.-
c:_.:.-,.:._,-,._-_:._;-_.::~,....:_.__...::-:;;, .._,,-,-~~;~_-'.:-.:....- ..-.....:.---...;..:...::......---.:-._,-,;--- -

Nonetheless, Dagdigian concluded, based almost exclusively on the F&B

Lab reports ostensi'bly evidencing minuscule amounts ofDIPE in the ground'vvater,

that the Utility Way pipelines had leaked leaded gasoline into the WICS some 20

40 years earlier. See RT J583.

H. rVatson's Damages Calculation

Undeterred by this lack of evidenc.e, and despite the fact th~t ARCa had

agreed to remediate the entire site, Watson sought $J 2,8 million in remediation'

costs from Shell. This number. though. was dwarfed bv the $54.8 miJljoD Watson. . '--' .. . ...

sought as Shell's "benefiC received by not finding and remediating the

contan1ination before 1993. Thus, the combined total Watson sought .from Shell

exceeded $67 million. See Exlls. ]52],.1523, 1525; RT 2787,2803-05.

1. The Cost ofRemediating the A Plume

Dagdigian estimated that remediating theA Plume \vould cost

$3,9J 5,85 LaO, Exh. 152 I, even though he conceded that more data \>,'ould have to

be collected before an)' remediation system could be implemented or his proposal

could be submitted to the appropriate government <'l&encies for consideration. RT

29 J4. He also admitted that, other than his general conclusion that there was a

groundwater plume underneath Shell's pipelines, there \vas no hard data to

indicate soil levels high enough to require remediation oftne soiL RT2890~91.

Instead, even though he did not know the location of the soil contamination, he

asserted, "1 justknmv ii's there somewhere. We are going to spend more money

to go out there and find i1." RT 2766-67.
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The paucity of data did not stop Dagdigianfrom speculating about the costs

of remediating the plume he couldn't yet define. His figure of $3.9 million was

based on his proposal for a massive 50 by 150 foot excavation of soil around

Shell's pipelines, combined with an equally excessive soil vapor extraction

system: RT 2787; Exh. ]521. o.fthat sum, he allocated $1,322,559.00 for

remediation ofthe soilinthe area of the A Plume, see id., even though Watson

had failed to coIlectany soil data whatsoever in that 10cation.8 Finally, Dagdigian

admined that if the $1.3 million soil remediation of the A Plume was not

supported by the data, that figure should be removed from his remediation

estimate for the APlume.9 RT 2891.

2. Watson Unveils its Benefit D3mages Theory

The big ticket, hO'wever, remained the benefit damages under § 3334.

'V\latson had some trouble deciding h0w to calculate these datnages. Although

Shell made numerOus requests throughout the li.tigation asking Watson to

articulate its damages, \\Tatson steadfastly refused to quantify the monetary relief it

sought, claiming that damageswere properly the subject of expert testimony.

On t.he eve of trial, Dagdigi<'ln outlined Watson's damage theory for the first

time. According to him, Watson was entitled to recover from Shell the value of

the "benefit that Shell has received as a result of not remediating the subsurface of

the WICS," \vhich he estimated at more than $75 million since 1991. CT] 785-86.

8 Dagdigian ad111itted he had no data indicatingwhere the soil remediation
sh6uld'biplace'd; hbwextensiveilshouldbe;'oreven that..:-there was~any need for
such remeaiation at all. RT 2759-60.

9 ShelI;s expert on remediation issues, Adam Leiter, testified that the data
for the site provided no support for any link bet\veen the Shell pipelines hear the A
Plume and the groundwater contamination in that area. Leiter reviewed all of the
soil data gathered by Watson's consultants throughout WatSon's multj.:year
investi gatlOn, and testified there was no justificatIOn whatsoever for any soil
excavation or sojl vapor treatment in the area of the A Plume, let alone any data
sufficient to justjfy soil remediation ofthe scope proposed by Dagdigian. RT
4214-15,4238-39.
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1799. At trial. after the trial court ruled that Watson could reach back onlv to. .'

1993, JO Dagdigian reduced his estimate to $54.8 milJion, stiD more than four times

the overaJ) cost to clean the site. He also casually admitted that, ifhe changed a

couple of assumption_s.r~gElF<1iI!gl1.is~PIQp.Qse.d_haselineremed-J.at·i-oncosts;1he····

damages number would at least double, to as high as $108 million. RT 2953-54.

Although Watson refrained from actually asking for this amount in benefit

damages, it did not hesitate to dangle such astronomical sums before the jury.

Over Shell's objection, Dagdigian was allO\ved to interlineate the figure 0[$108

million on its demonstrative damages chart, which the court then a))O\~;ed to be

admitted as Exhibit 1523 and placed in the jury room for deliberations. See RT

3005-06.

Watson based its calculation of the purported "benefit" received by Shell on

a contrived estimate of Shell's "cost of capital" in June 1993. The measure

presented by Watson had nothing to dQ with the actual .cost of funds that SheJ]

could have borro'wed in order to pay for remediation of the site in 1993, a figure

that Watson's financial expert conceded would have been approximately 6%. RT

2332. Instead, Watson relied on a financial model that yields a theoretical figure

known as the "weighted average cost of capital" or "WACC."

Although the person in charge of calculating SheWs WACC for Shell's

o\\'n internal use. testified that Shell's WACChovers perennially around 10.5%,

RT 3676 el seq., Watson's financial expert calculated an adjusted "pre-tax"

WACC for Shell of20%, afigure he used to compound a dollar Shell would have

spent on remediation in 1993 had it knmvn aboutthe leak, to yield the sum of

$4.27 for the value of that same dollar to Shell in 200l. RT 2169-70. Using that

10 The 1991 and 1·993 dates.are both legal fictions. Section 3334 allows a
plaintiff to calculate the benefit'begi.nning five years before thefiling.ofthe
complaint, but the trial court ruled that the statute oflimita~ionspermitted Watson
to reach back only three years to 1993. CT 4565. Watson contended the actual
date of contamination was some 20-40 years earlier. See RT 1583.
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value to multiply his estimate of 1993 remediation costs, Dagdigian estimated that

the overall benefit to Shell resulting from Shell's failure in 1993 to remediate the

A Plume contamination was $14,275,237. See RT 2830.

1. The Verdict in this A CtiOl1

At the close of Watson's case-in-chief, Shell moved for a nonsuit both on

the trespass cause of action and on Watson's request for bene"fit damages under

§ 3334. Although the court denied the motion, it struck Watson's demand for

punitive damages, holding:

"1 sa\\' [] nothin'g in, the evidence that \:vould indicate willful or
cautious [sic--conscious] disregard for the rights or safety of
others. Despicable conduct, there's no evidence that any
employee kne"\' of this contamination and refused to do an)1hing
about it. TI1ere's no evidence ofany ratification by the Shell Oil
Company. And ljust don't think there's enough to go to the jury
on that." ,

. RT 3040-41.

The jury returned a special verdict on July 23,2001, finding against Watson

on its continuing nuisance claim. HO\;vever, the jury found against Shell on

Watson's continuing trespass claim and awarded damages under § 3334 in the

amount of $3,915,851 for remediation ,costs and $14,275,237 as the value of the

benefit received by Shell. Significantly, these were the exact amounts proposed

by 'YVatsonfor the remediation and benefit damqges attributable to the A Plume

alone. See Exhs. 1525, 1521, 1523;RT2830.

It \Vas6bvious'from the 'amount of the award thatthecjury found.in.favor of

Watson ~o]ely with respect to the A Plume. Jurors interviev.,'ed after the verdict

confirmed tbis fact, submitting signed declarations stating that the jury had found

against Watson on the B.1 and B2 Plurrles, and found against Shell only with. .". "'

respect to the A Plume. The juror declarations also confirmed that the jury

a\;varded \~latson exaetly the damages that Watson requested for restoration and
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"benefit damages" for the A Plume. See CT 5926-27. Put simply, Watson got

exactly what it asked for on its trespass theory \vith respect to the A Plume, but got

nothing at all with respect to everything else.

..... __SheJl's_pDS1::.trial..molions~oLalimite(Lne:w-tr.ial~and-3ud.gmeJl't.~ ...

notv.;ithstanding the verdict \",ere denied, and the Court awarded Watscm

$87,183.32 in costs. CT 6848. This appeal followed.

J. Stalen-lenl ofAppealability

This is an appeal from a final judgment entered follov>,'ing a jury verdict.
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ARGUMENT

THE JURY'S VERDICT Vt'AS IMPROPERLY BASED ON THE

TRIAL COURT'S ERRONEOVS ADMISSION OF EXPERT

TESTIMONY THAT SHELL PIPELINES WERE THE SOURCE OF

THE CONTAM1NATJON FOUND ON THEWICS

A chain is only as strong as its wea.kest link. Here; the weakest link in the

chain of proof offered by Watson is causation-whether Shell actually caused the

contamination for which it ,vas found liable. Even the most cursory examination

reveals there was no admissible evidence that a Shell pipeline-rather than some

other source-contaminated the WICS.

Watson's attempt to link Shell to the contamination consisted exclusively

of its experts' testimony that1here were chemical components in the

contamination itseJfthat unmistakably emanated from Shell and that the

contamination was located underneath the pipelines. But that opinion testimony

was admitted improperly because Watson failed to proffer the requisite evidentiary

foundation for the admission of essential laboratory reports, and the failure to do .

so rendered the experts' testimony both inadmissible and umeliable. Without t11a1

evidence, Watson has failed to offer either expert or percipient witness testimony

sufficient to support a finding that Shell caused either the A or B2 Plume.

Therefore, because the evidentiary chain is missing a link, the judgment must fall.

A. Watson's Evidence o/Causation Depended Exclusively 011

Inadmissible Laboratory Reports

The cornerstone of Watson 's attempt to link Shell to the contamination

found on the site was Dagdigian's testimony that Shell must have been the source

because DIPE, a chemical compound he claimed was found exclusively in Shell

gas~line, was detected intermittently under the WICS and the adjacent ARCa
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refinery,)] See RT 1445-1446. But, astonishingly, Watson failed to designate an

expert to testify to the foundational fact that DIPE had been found on the WICS.

Instead, to establish this predicate fact, W~tson subpoenaed the laboratory records

ofthe F &B Lab reporting the test resultson_:S~I!lPl§JLQmtheWICS,wh-i-ch-were

(absentan--applic~bi~-;~~~~~;~)~~~~-es~i~~ablYinadmissible. See Evid. Code §

1200; see also Daniels v. Dep'l ofMotor Vehicles, 33 Ca1.3d 532, 537 (1983) (out

of court report offered for truth ofmatter asserted is hearsay),

In response to Shell's objection, Watson argued that the F&B Lab reports

\vere admissible in their o',,"n right as business records and that Dagdigian could

not only rely on them in forming his opinion but could also testify to their

contents. The trial court agreed and held. that the reports qualified as business

records. See RT A-103-04; RT 601-02. Although Watson never moved for the

admission of theF &B Lab reports or the Declaration of James E. Bruya that

accompanied the records, Dagdigian \\'as permitted to opine that DIPE (and cenain

lead alkyls and scavengers used by Shell to make leaded gasoline) had been found

on the site, notwithstanding his lack of personal knowledge of those facts and his

inability to offer an expert opinion 011 the presence ofDJPE or any other

compound. See RT 1444. Having used the unadnlitted hearsay reports to provide

the predicate fact necessary to sustain his testimony, he then testified to his theory

that the presenceofDIPE conclusively established Shell as the source ofthe

contamination. See RT ]444-46.

J JActuaJJy,Dagdigian testified that both Shell and Ex..xon gasoUne products
contain DIPE, but because Ex.:»on has no historical activity in the area, the DIPE
must belong to Shel]. pagdigian's b~Jiefregarding tpe exclusivity ofDIPE to
Shell, however, was dlrectly contradlcted by the testln10ny of Ileana RJJOdes. She
testified that DIPE is present in gas~linefrom m.any major.oil companies. See RT
39 J6.4019.4022-23. RJlOdes' testlmony was dIrectlY cOJToboratea bv other
evidence in' this case; DIPE yvas also found on the adJoining ARea property. See
RT 4024; Exh. 557.
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B. The Trial Court Erred in Ruling that the Laboratory Records

Constituted Admissible Business Records

1. The Laboratory Results Lacked an Adequate Foundation for

Admission Under the Business Records Exception

The trial' court's ruling that the F&B Lab reports (as well as the other

laboratory reports relied upon by Watson) constituted admissible busines~ records

was plain error. UnderEvidence Code § 1271, otherwise inadmissible hearsay

contained in a business record may be admitted if, amongotherthings, some

"qualified witness testifies to [the document's]identity and the mode of its

preparation; and ... [t]he sources of information and method and time of

preparation \",ere such as to indicate its trust\\'orthiness." See Taggart v. Super

Seer Corp., 33 Cal.AppA1h 1697,1706 (1995). See also Cal. Evid. Coqe

§ 156] (a). Although trial courts are vested with discretion to detern~ine \\Then a

business record presents sufficient indicia of trustworthiness to warrant admission,

People v. Jones, ]7 Ca1.41h 307, 308. (1998), that discretion is far from absolute,

see Rodwin·1I1etals, lnc. v. Western Non-Ferrous Metals, Inc., 10 Cal.App.3d 219,

225 (1970). California courts have held uniformly that \vhere the offering party

lays no foundation whatsoever, no discretion exists to admit the evidence. In

Rodwin Melals~ the appellate court reversed the trial court's decision that hearsay

could be admitted under the. business records exception and explicitly stated that

while "the trial court has some discretion in detemlining just hoy\, much proof

concerning the 'mode ~n~reparation'of a chemical analysis IS required.... [i]n
.._.-.;;_.:.,.~ .. _..

the present ca~e, ... that \vas none at alL" ld.

Similarly, in Miles Laboratories, Inc. v. Superior Court, 133 Cal.App.3d

587,594 (1982), the appellate court labeled a scientific report "patently

inadmissible" where there "was absolutely no foundation laid forthe admissibility

of the hearsay report." ld. The court's critique of the foundation for the report
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centered on the absence of "evidence concerning the identity or qualification of

the members of the group that completed the report (or] any evidence concerning

the reliability of the sources of infomlation, or of the methods by which the data

was cOllect_ed, rec()rde~a.ncl<ln<lJ.Y:z~d.".ld.SeealsQ-P.J~ue-t-tv:Burr;H-8--~ -

Ca1.App.2d 1-88, 202 (1953) (reversing judgment ':t.rhere trial court improperly

. admitted agricultural chemical test results under business records exception);

McGol1'an v. City ofLos Angeles, 100 CaJ.App.2d 386,392 (l950) (upholding trial

court's refusal to admit business records where "[n]o excuse, explanation or

justification was given for failure 10 lay the necessary foundation").

Here, the record is entirely devoid of evidence regarding either the mode of

preparation ofthe reports regarding DIPE or the sources of information used t6

create the reports. The trial court had onJy Watson's counsel's self-serving

aSSllTances that the reports ,vere reliable, see RT A-78-79, A-80-8I, and the

Declaration of JamesE. Bruya, the director of the F&B Lab, which not only ,vas

drafted by Watson's counsel but also was never admitted into evidence. See Exh.

1472. The Bruya Oeciaration contains nothing more than conclusory generalities:

There was a chain ofcustody for the samples; the lab followed EPA procedures

with specific protocols; itproperly used a gas chromatograph and a mass

spectrometer; and it sent out the results without lheunderlying data. Seeid.

The absence of any verifiabl e indicia ofreliability is fatal to the admission

of complex laboratory reports under the business records exception. Nonnall)',

\vhere the proponent of evidence invokes the business records exception, the

opponent can "test the applicability of the exception by cross-examining the

custodian of the records." Taggart, 33 Cal.AppAlh at 1708. But without a specific

discussion of exactly how the samples were handled and maintained, what tests
r

were performed, by whom, how they were trained, llow the tests '7I'ere performed,

and how the resulting data was analyzed, Shell had no opportunity to meaningfully
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